Polyploidization has played a major role in crop plant evolution, leading to advantageous traits that have been selected by humans. Here, we describe restructuring patterns in the genome of Brassica napus L., a recent allopolyploid species. Widespread segmental deletions, duplications, and homeologous chromosome exchanges were identified in diverse genome sequences from 32 natural and 20 synthetic accessions, indicating that homeologous exchanges are a major driver of postpolyploidization genome diversification. Breakpoints of genomic rearrangements are rich in microsatellite sequences that are known to interact with the meiotic recombination machinery. In both synthetic and natural B. napus, a subgenome bias was observed toward exchanges replacing larger chromosome segments from the C-subgenome by their smaller, homeologous A-subgenome segments, driving postpolyploidization genome size reduction. Selection in natural B. napus favored segmental deletions involving genes associated with immunity, reproduction, and adaptation. Deletions affecting mismatch repair system genes, which are assumed to control homeologous recombination, were also found to be under selection. Structural exchanges between homeologous subgenomes appear to be a major source of novel genetic diversity in de novo allopolyploids. Documenting the consequences of genomic collision by genomic resequencing gives insights into the adaptive processes accompanying allopolyploidization.
D
uring allopolyploidization, two different genomes collide in the same cell nucleus. Although most plant species originated from at least one round of ancient or recent polyploidizaton (Meyers and Levin, 2006; Otto and Whitton, 2000) , the vast majority of allopolyploidization events are arguably evolutionary dead-ends (Mayrose et al., 2015; Soltis et al., 2014) . For a de novo allopolyploid to survive, numerous protective systems that normally safeguard species integrity must break down: Fertilization must first overcome a species barrier, accompanied by a simultaneous failure of either meiotic reduction or mitotic division before or after meiosis. The result is a doubling of the haploid chromosome complements from the two parental gametes. If this leads to a viable seed that is able to germinate, survive, and flower, the absence of self-incompatibility and a rapid restitution of normal chromosome pairing are necessary for the de novo allopolyploid plant to generate viable, fertile offspring. During plant evolution, this improbable sequence of events frequently formed new species, including most major crops, demonstrating the fundamental evolutionary benefits of allopolyploidization (Paterson, 2005; Soltis et al., 2009) .
The timing of ancient polyploidizaton events in the Brassicaceae (Cruciferae) family suggests associations with major environmental disruptions (Geiser et al., 2016; Kagale et al., 2014) . Polyploidy is thus considered to have contributed to evolutionary adaptation (Otto, 2007) ; however, the genetic basis underlying polyploid survival and success is still not completely understood. The process of cytological diploidization, which is necessary to form a fertile and competitive allopolyploid embryo, is accompanied by selection of favorable structural and functional genome variants that arise frequently from interchanges between homeologous chromosomes (Soltis and Soltis, 2000; Wendel, 2000) . Homeologous exchanges (HE), along with other segmental exchanges during homeologous chromosome pairing, are important drivers of genome restructuring, gene conversion, and adaptive variation. In most flowering plants, these processes took place millions of years ago; however, comparing the genome sequences of recent polyploid species and de novo allopolyploids can potentially provide insights into mechanisms of successful polyploid speciation. Brassica napus (genome AACC, 2n = 4x = 38), an important allopolyploid crop that originated recently from interspecific hybridizations between the diploid parental species Brassica rapa L. (AA, 2n = 20) and Brassica oleracea L. (CC, 2n = 18) , has become an important subject for studies of de novo allopolyploidization (Albertin et al., 2006; Nicolas et al., 2009; Sarilar et al., 2013) . Synthetic B. napus, which can be readily generated with the help of tissue culture, provides a useful model for investigations regarding the genetic and genomic consequences of de novo allopolyploidization.
Cytogenetic (Xiong et al., 2011) and marker-based studies (Gaeta et al., 2007; Song et al., 1995; Szadkowski et al., 2010) revealed extensive HE in synthetic B. napus. Chromosome exchanges are also common in natural B. napus (Chalhoub et al., 2014; Osborn et al., 2003) . Evidence is growing for molecular signatures of selection that have acted on homeologous chromosome segments during adaptation and breeding (Harper et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2014) , but their genetic basis has to yet be elucidated. Reference genome sequences are now available for both B. napus (Chalhoub et al., 2014) and its parental progenitor species Parkin et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2011) . High-throughput genomic resequencing methods provide a potential tool to investigate the patterns of chromosome structural variation with unprecedented resolution.
Here, we established a data analysis pipeline to identify genome-wide structural patterns, along with consequent gene loss and duplication, in whole-genome resequencing data from allopolyploid species. We used the pipeline to analyze segmental genome structural variations in a large panel of highly diverse synthetic and natural B. napus accessions . To our knowledge, the 20 synthetic and 32 natural B. napus accessions in this panel provide the largest available dataset so far available for detailed comparisons of genome structural features between de novo and natural allopolyploids.
Common areas under selection were identified in the natural B. napus accessions, representing successful survivors of allopolyploidization. Genes affected by segmental deletions were enriched for gene ontology (GO) terms related to adaptive processes and chromosome stability. Motifs identified in the breakpoints of genomic rearrangements suggest that structural changes arise primarily from meiotic recombination between chromosomes with extended homeologous sections. Rearrangements were directionally biased, leading to systematic reduction of genome size as a result of preferential loss of longer C-subgenome fragments after nonreciprocal exchanges replacing them with smaller, homeologous segments from the A-subgenome. Genes under strong selection underline the role of the highly conserved mismatch repair system in controlling homeologous recombination in allopolyploid B. napus.
Materials and Methods

Genome Resequencing Data from Natural and Synthetic Brassica napus
Previously published genomic resequencing data , based on paired-end 100-bp reads generated on an Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA), were available from 52 highly diverse B. napus genotypes, including 32 natural and 20 synthetic B. napus accessions. The 32 natural accessions were selected to broadly represent the genetic diversity present in a species-wide panel of 500 highly diverse B. napus accessions (Bus et al., 2011) . The panel includes old European and Asian oilseed forms, fodder rapes and kales (all B. napus ssp. napus) along with rutabaga (or swede) forms (B. napus ssp. napobrassica). Additionally, 20 synthetic B. napus accessions developed by embryo rescue from interspecific hybridizations between highly diverse parental origins were included in the panel (Supplemental Table S1 ). A detailed description of the development and origin of the synthetic accessions has been described previously (Girke, 2002; Girke et al., 2012; Jesske, 2011; Jesske et al., 2013) , as has a detailed description of the sequence data generation . The full sequence data for all 52 accessions is archived at the European Nucleotide Archive (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ ena, accessed 3 July 2017) under the project numbers PRJEB5974 and PRJEB6069.
The raw Illumina short read sequencing data were subjected to quality control procedures using the software suite FastQC (Andrews, 2010) . Adapters and low-quality bases were removed using cutadapt (Martin, 2011) , the fastq_quality_trimmer, and the fastq_quality_filter algorithms. Applying the fastq_quality_trimmer with the settings -t 28 and -l 90, trimmed bases with a Phred quality score of <28 followed by removing reads with a length of <90 nucleotides. Using the fastq_quality_filter algorithm (options:-q 28, -p 90) only reads where more than 90% of the nucleotides had a Phred score of ≥28 were retained. Paired-end reads were synchronized using a custom Perl script provided by the Leibniz Institute for Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research, Gatersleben, Germany (Schmutzer and Scholz, 2015) .
Sequence Alignment to a Concatenated Amphidiploid Reference Genome
Brassica napus (genome AACC, 2n = 4x = 38) originates from an interspecific hybridization between the diploid parental progenitor species B. rapa (AA, 2n = 20) and B. oleracea (CC, 2n = 18) . Because the aim was to monitor structural genome variations in comparison to the diploid progenitors, preprocessed, paired 100-bp reads were mapped to a concatenated amphidiploid genome assembly comprising the conjoined Brassica diploid progenitor genomes of the B. rapa cultivar Chiifu-401-42 (Wang et al., 2011 ) (subgenome A) and the B. oleracea cultivar TO1000 ) (subgenome C). A fastgapped read alignment strategy was implemented with the default options of Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) . After we applied the samtools view algorithm (Li et al., 2009) , the alignment files in SAM-format were then converted into binary alignment/map format, excluding unmapped and nonunique reads.
Detection of Genomic Rearrangements in Natural and Synthetic B. napus Accessions
On the basis of the alignment files, we calculated the genome-wide guanine and cytosine content and median normalized coverage in 1000-bp blocks, assuming five copy number levels by using the commands getReadCountsFromBAM and singlecn.mops implemented in the R package cn.mops (Klambauer et al., 2012) . Five possible copy number levels were assumed because an allotetraploid can carry between zero and four copies of each allele in the five alternative genotypes AAAA, AAAC, AACC, ACCC, or CCCC (Voorrips et al., 2011) . Chromosome regions exhibiting copy number variations were identified individually for each line and chromosome by segmenting the normalized 1000-bp blocks, sorted according to their genomic distribution, using the circular binary segmentation algorithm implemented in the R package PSCBS (Olshen et al., 2011) . In each instance, the strongest outliers, selected on the basis of their differences from the neighboring values, were smoothed toward the neighboring values using the command callSegmentationOutliers, with default options. A mean-level estimate was calculated for each segment. For each chromosome, the overall mean coverage and SD covering all the 1000-bp blocks were calculated. Segments with a minimum length of 10,000 bp and a coverage exceeding the chromosome mean by more than 1.5 SDs were defined as segmental duplications, whereas segments covering at least 10,000 bp, with coverage reduced by more than 1.5 SDs from the chromosome mean, were defined as deleted. All regions defined as either duplicated or deleted were saved in files in bed-format. A list of 32,699 orthologous B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 gene pairs (Chalhoub et al., 2014) were used to call putative HE. First, we applied the intersect algorithm in bedtools to assign individual genes of the orthologous gene pairs to the duplicated and deleted regions. When one orthologous gene was in a chromosome segment defined as duplicated and its corresponding ortholog in a region defined as deleted, the respective genomic regions containing this gene pair were defined as an HE block. Chromosome segments in which a putative deletion or duplication was observed without a corresponding exchange in the orthologous region were called as simple duplications or deletions, respectively. The boundaries of the chromosome segments carrying genomic rearrangements were defined by the start of the first gene in the rearranged segment to the end of the last gene. The R script for detection of genomic rearrangements is available as Supplemental File S1.
Gene Annotation
The B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 transcriptomes were functionally annotated using Blast2GO (Conesa et al., 2005) version 3.0.8 with default settings.
Detection of Enriched GO Terms in Regions Showing Copy Number Variation and HE
The conditional hypergeometric test in the R/Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) package GOstats version 2.40.0 (Falcon and Gentleman, 2007) was applied to detect functional enriched GO terms among the genes occurring in chromosome regions showing segmental copy number variation and HE.
Characterization of Breakpoints of Genomic Rearrangements
For each accession, putative breakpoints for genomic rearrangements were defined on the basis of the boundaries of the detected chromosomal changes in relation to the B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 reference genomes. The genomic regions spanning the HE breakpoints were analyzed for common sequence motifs by extracting the sequences 500 bp upstream and downstream of each breakpoint. The motif finder software MEME (Bailey et al., 2009 (Bailey et al., , 2015 was implemented to search for enriched DNA motifs with oligonucleotide sequences between 8 and 20 bases, applying the options -dna, -nmotifs 10, -minw 8, and -maxw 20. To increase the sensitivity of the analysis and to avoid breakpoint artifacts arising from misassemblies in the reference genomes, we included only positions which appeared in at least five and not more than 46 of the 52 accessions investigated.
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Calling
Allelic variants were called by mapping the preprocessed 100-bp paired-end reads to the B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 genome assemblies, using SOAP2 software (http://soap.genomics.org.cn/soapaligner.html, accessed 11 July 2017)with the options -v 2 and -r 1. The alignment file was then converted to binary alignment/map format, followed by filtering of unmapped and nonunique reads by applying the samtools view algorithm (Li et al., 2009) . High-quality single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were called by executing the samtools mpileup command with the following options: -Q 13 and -q 20. Homozygous SNPs with a minimum depth of five and a minimum quality score of 50 were extracted by applying the Genome Analysis Toolkit variant filtration algorithm (McKenna et al., 2010) . By using the vcftools-merge command in VCFtools (Danecek, Auton et al., 2011) , the SNP positions in all individual lines were merged and used as predefined positions to generate a SNP matrix containing a total of 597,352 SNPs called across the entire panel of natural and synthetic B. napus accessions.
Characterization of Selection Signatures
To identify genomic areas under selection, we screened for selective sweeps by using 597,352 high-quality homozygous SNPs called across the entire panel of natural and synthetic B. napus accessions with the alignment files generated from mapping to the B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 reference genome assemblies, respectively. To estimate pairwise differentiation among the natural and synthetic B. napus accessions, respectively, the VCFtools suite (Danecek et al., 2011) was used to calculate nucleotide diversity, Tajima's D (Tajima, 1989) , and the fixation index (Fst) (Holsinger and Weir, 2009 ) across nonoverlapping 50-kb windows spanning the entire genome. We selected regions with striking selection patterns, filtered by the Fst values of ³90% of the pairwise population distribution and the 10% lowest negative Tajima's D values in the natural accessions. Adjacent windows meeting the selection criteria and continuous regions within the 10% tails were merged.
Results
Detection of Genome-wide Structural Changes
A data processing pipeline was established to detect structural changes in short-read resequencing data from B. napus ( Fig. 1 ; Supplemental File S1). Whole-genome resequencing data from 32 natural accessions of B. napus plus 20 highly diverse synthetic B. napus accessions generated via embryo rescue from independent hybridizations of the A-subgenome donor B. rapa to the C-subgenome donors B. oleracea, Brassica hilarionis Post, Brassica montana Pourr., or B. cretica Lam. were available from a previous study . These data were reanalyzed for chromosome-scale exchanges after remapping to a synthetic reference, concatenated from B. rapa cv. Chiifu (Wang et al., 2011) and B. oleracea cv. TO1000 , representing the B. rapa A-genome (A r ) and the B. oleracea C-genome (C o ) donors prior to allopolyploidization (Supplemental Table S1 ).
Averaged across all accessions, 82% (76-85%) of the reads could be aligned as paired-end reads and 4% (3-6%) as single-end reads, leading to an average genome-wide coverage of 15x (9.9-20.4x). On the basis of the alignment files, the coverage for consecutive 1000-bp blocks was calculated, accompanied by a normalization procedure to remove systematic biases. The coverage of consecutive 1000-bp blocks was then segmentally classified into unchanged, deleted, or duplicated segments individually for each chromosome. By analyzing all known orthologous gene pairs present in B. rapa and B. oleracea (Chalhoub et al., 2014) , we classified the homeologous chromosome segments with regard to segmental deletions, duplications, or translocations (HE events from A r to C o or from C o to A r ) in the B. napus accessions compared with the expectation from the progenitor genomes. Segments exhibiting structural variants were quantified by the length of the segment from the start of the first affected gene to the end of the last gene. Table S2-Supplemental Table S4 ). These were unequally distributed, with a significantly higher number of rearrangements on C-subgenome chromosomes. Segmental deletions were considerably more frequent than duplications and translocations. In the A-subgenome, an average of 14 regions were deleted and duplicated per natural B. napus accession, with an average length of 106,629 bp for each deleted region and 58,697 bp for duplicated regions. In the C-subgenome, an average of 42 regions with a mean length of 184,215 bp were deleted, whereas 16 regions with a mean length of 106,599 bp were duplicated in the natural accessions (Supplemental Table S2-Supplemental Table S4 ). Homeologous exchanges were observed ~12 times per line, with an average per accession of seven A r > > C o exchanges, comprising duplications of A r segments and deletions of the corresponding C o segments, and three C o > > A r exchanges, comprising duplications of the Co segment and deletions of the corresponding A r segment (Supplemental Table S3 ). Homeologous exchanges were most frequent between homeologous chromosomes A r 1-C o 1, A r 2-C o 2, and A r 9-C o 9. The positions of the exchanges were conserved in different accessions, suggesting a nonrandom distribution of HE (Supplemental Fig. S2 , Supplemental Fig. S3 ).
The number and size of genomic rearrangements in synthetic B. napus accessions were considerably greater than in the natural accessions ( Fig. 2 ; Supplemental Fig. S1-Supplemental Fig. S3 ). Like the natural accessions, however, the synthetic B. napus accessions exhibited more areas with deletions than duplications and a similar, unequal distribution, with more rearrangements in the C-subgenome than in the A-subgenome. An average of ~26 deleted regions per synthetic accession was observed in the A-subgenome, with a mean length of 255,153 bp, and an average of ~27 duplicated regions with a mean length of 187,391 bp. In contrast, the C-subgenome exhibited an average of 51 deletions per accession with a mean length of 417,924 bp, and 46 duplications with a mean length of 115,454 bp (Supplemental Table S2 ). The highest frequency of deletions in the synthetic B. napus accessions was found on chromosomes A02, C01, C02, C04, and C09, whereas duplications were distributed across all chromosomes, but with a tendency toward the distal ends of the chromosomes ( Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. S1 ).
Overall, we found an average of 23 HEs per synthetic accession, in which the number and length of HEs varied significantly between accessions. As in the natural B. napus accessions, A r > > C o exchanges were more frequent than C o > > A r exchanges (14 versus 9, respectively, on average) (Supplemental Table S2 ). The HEs in synthetic B. napus accessions were also significantly larger than those in natural accessions, with an average length of 1,459,136 bp in the A-subgenome segments of A r > > C o exchanges and 2,513,907 bp in the corresponding C-subgenome segments. In C o > > A r exchanges, the A-subgenome segments had average lengths of 928,512 bp for the A-subgenome segments and 1,495,210 bp for the corresponding C-subgenome segments. The frequency of HEs was greatest between the homeologous A r 1-C o 1, A r 2-C o 2, A r 3-C o 3, A r 9-C o 8, and A r 9-C o 9, respectively, which have very strong collinearity along the lengths of the chromosomes (Chalhoub et al., 2014 ) (Supplemental Fig. S2, Supplemental Fig. S3 , Supplemental Table S3 ).
Segmental Deletions are Conserved in Natural B. napus
To investigate common patterns of selection we searched for regions with common rearrangement patterns in a high number of natural accessions. Distinct chromosome segments on chromosomes C01, C02, C04 and C09 were deleted in nearly all investigated natural B. napus accessions ( Fig. 2; Table S4 ). 
Segmental Deletions are Enriched for Genes Associated with Reproduction, Adaption, and Chromosome Stability
To characterize the functional impact of segmental deletions, we searched for enriched GO terms in each of the 52 natural and synthetic accessions among genes showing deletions in comparison with the B. rapa Chiifu-401-42 and B. oleracea TO1000 transcriptomes (functionally annotated using Blast2GO version 3.0.8).
The conditional hypergeometric test included in the Bioconductor GOstats package (version 2.40.0) was applied to detect functionally enriched GO terms in relation to the complete gene set of the diploid progenitors. Gene ontology terms showing significant enrichment associated with deletions across the 52 accessions are listed in Supplemental Table S5 . Twenty-nine of the 32 natural accessions showed enriched deletion of genes involved in cytosol to ER transport, 22 accessions showed enriched deletion of genes for seed development, and 19 for the pectin catabolic process. Overall, 20 of the 32 natural B. napus accessions showed significant depletion of genes annotated with the GO term 'telomere capping', and 19 natural accessions showed significant depletion of genes associated with ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling. Both of these processes are involved in the maintenance of chromosome stability and meiotic recombination. Interestingly, analysis of the gene content within two frequently deleted regions on chromosome C09 revealed significant enrichment for Toll interleukin-1 receptorclass nucleotide binding site-leucine-rich repeat (TIR-NBS-LRR) immune receptor genes. In one of these regions, comprising a total of 21 genes, 14 were TIR-NBS-LRR resistance genes and the other region comprised 14 genes, eight of which were TIR-NBS-LRR genes. Between 8 and 14 of the natural B. napus accessions carried one or both of these deletions (Table 1) .
Segmental Duplications Have Less Selective Influence than Deletions
Genes within segmental duplications were also analyzed individually for enriched GO terms in each of the 52 accessions. In contrast to the clear ontology enrichments observed for deleted genes, no such selective pattern was detected among duplicated genes, which displayed only a few common features. Eight accessions were enriched for the GO term 'positive regulation of seed maturation', which may be associated with artificial selection during breeding (Supplemental Table S6 ).
Homeologous Chromosome Exchanges Show Strong Directional Bias
Brassica rapa A-genome > > C o events were observed significantly more frequently than C o > > A r translocations (Supplemental Fig. S2, Supplemental Fig. S3 , Supplemental Table S2, Supplemental Table S3 ). Previous studies indicate the potential impact of the cytoplasmic background on the direction of HE in synthetic B. napus (Szadkowski et al., 2010) . To test the putative impact of the cytoplasmatic background, we included synthetic B. napus accessions where either B. rapa or B. oleracea was used as the maternal cytoplasm donor (Supplemental Table S1 and Supplemental Table S7 ). Using the number of HEs per accession as a measure for the HE rate per chromosome, significant differences (Mann-Whitney test p < 0.05) between synthetic accessions with B. rapa or B. oleracea cytoplasm were found only for HE between chromosomes A r 1 and C o 1. Of the eight accessions with B. rapa as the maternal donor, only two showed A r 1 > > C o 1 exchanges, with an average of 0.4 HEs per accession. In contrast, for the nine accessions with B. oleracea as the maternal donor, eight showed A r 1 > > C o 1 exchanges, with an average of 4.1 HEs per accession. On a genomewide scale, no significant overall effect of the cytoplasmatic background on the direction of HE was observed.
Homeologous Exchanges Invoke Genome Size Reduction
In both synthetic and natural B. napus accessions, the average cumulative size of segmental deletions associated with HE events was consistently greater than the average cumulative size of the corresponding homeologous duplications (Supplemental Table S2 ). This corresponds to the greater frequency of translocations from the smaller A-subgenome to the larger C-subgenome, causing larger C-subgenome segments to be replaced by their smaller homeologous segments from the A-subgenome. Significant differences were also observed between the gene content of exchanged homeologous segments in the A r and C o progenitor subgenomes. This has caused both an import to the C-subgenome of previously absent genes specific to the A-subgenome, along with the complete loss of some genes that are specific to the C-subgenome.
Most Genomic Rearrangements Associate With Postpolyploidization Signatures that are Specific for Diploid Progenitor Genomes
To distinguish genuine homeologous rearrangements from potential deletions or duplications already present in the diploid progenitors of specific B. napus accessions in comparison with the diploid reference genomes of B. rapa (Chiifu-401) and B. oleracea TO1000, we compared the rearrangement patterns of synthetic B. napus accessions derived from the same B. oleracea or B. rapa parents. In these accessions, we expected that some or all of the duplications or deletions observed in the genomes of the diploid parents would be conserved in these synthetics. Although a small number of chromosome regions indeed showed inherited variations, their frequency was very low in comparison with the overall frequency of deletions and duplications (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). We also assumed that individual characteristics of the diploid reference genomes B. rapa (Chiifu-401) and B. oleracea TO1000 should lead to the observation of common rearrangement events in large numbers of accessions, particularly synthetic accessions sharing parental lines with structural variations compared with the diploid references. Because we did not observe clear patterns fulfilling these criteria, it was assumed that most of the observed rearrangements indeed arose during or after allopolyploidization (Supplemental Fig. S4 ).
Breakpoints of Genome Rearrangements are Enriched for Known Meiotic Motifs
Natural and synthetic B. napus accessions were found to share common genome regions enriched for genomic rearrangements, suggesting a nonrandom distribution. For high-resolution characterization of chromosome regions harboring breakpoints for genomic rearrangements, we used the segments called as either deleted or duplicated. Breakpoints were defined as chromosomal positions where a segment started or ended. To avoid false positive calls caused by assembly errors in the reference genomes, we only included breakpoints that appeared in at least five and at most 45 of the 52 accessions. A total of 3653 chromosome positions were thus extracted containing putative rearrangement breakpoints. For each breakpoint, the genomic sequence 500 bp upstream and downstream was extracted. Using MEME software (with settings -nmotifs 10, -minw 8, and -maxw 20), breakpoint-flanking sequences were subsequently analyzed for enrichment with DNA motifs 8 to 20 bp long. Genomic sequences around putative breakpoints were found to be significantly enriched for poly-A or poly-T stretches and the palindromic GAA-CTT microsatellite sequence (Fig. 3) . Both of these motifs are associated with recombination hotspots in Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. (Choi et al., 2013; Wijnker et al., 2013) . By sequencing a bacterial artificial chromosome clone spanning a putative breakpoint for a known HE, we confirmed the breakpoint junction at the transcription start site of an ortholog of the A. thaliana gene SIMILAR TO RCO1 (SRO5; Bra029254/Bo2g164210).
Within the promoter sequence of this gene, we identified the GAA-CTT recombination hotspot predicted by the sequence enrichment analysis (Supplemental Fig. S4 ).
Selective Sweeps Reveal Signatures of Selection for Agronomic Traits
Changes in nucleotide diversity and skewed allele frequency spectra provide additional information on selection processes beyond structural chromosome rearrangements. Supplemental Fig. S6 For each breakpoint, the genomic sequence 500 bp upstream and downstream was extracted and analyzed for enriched DNA motifs using MEME software. The e-value estimates the expected occurrence (with the given log-likelihood ratio or higher) of motifs with the same size and frequency in a similarly sized set of random sequences.
with 172 areas under selection in the C-subgenome and 72 in the A-subgenome. Analysis for enriched GO terms revealed a range of terms strongly associated with traits of relevance for domestication and breeding, including leaf senescence, carbohydrate biosynthesis, lipid metabolism, response to osmotic stress, vernalization response, and root development (Supplemental Table S9 ).
Meiotic Mismatch Repair Genes are Located in Regions Associated with Selective Sweeps
Allopolyploidization was found to strongly impact the genomic structure of B. napus, via the rearrangement processes that result from homeologous recombination during meiosis. On the other hand, although natural B. napus accessions retain a number of HE, they generally exhibit diploid-like meiotic behavior. Strict control of homeologous pairing during meiosis ensures correct chromosome partitioning, guaranteeing fertility and genome stability. The high rate of HEs in synthetic accessions, of which only a selected few are conserved in natural B. napus, suggests strong selection to reinstate normal chromosome pairing behavior. Despite the evolutionary importance of this process and its implications in allopolyploid plant evolution, the mechanisms preventing homeologous recombination in allopolyploid species is still unclear. We manually inspected the list of genes under selection for putative candidates involved in the control of homeologous pairing during meiosis. Among the genes under selection (Tajima's D £ 10%; Fst ³ 90%), we found 17 genes involved in the meiotic mismatch repair (MMR) system, including orthologs of MSH2, RAD51b, and NAP1 as putative candidates for control of homeologous recombination (Table 2) .
Subgenomic Bias for Nucleotide Diversity
As expected because of their diverse origin and absence of stringent agronomic selection, overall nucleotide diversity was higher in the synthetic B. napus accessions than in the natural accessions ( Fig. 4; Supplemental Fig. S6 ). However, both groups showed an overall lower nucleotide diversity in the C-subgenome than in the A-subgenome, and differences between chromosomes within the subgenomes. Nucleotide diversity in synthetic accessions showed consistent levels across the A-subgenome, which were slightly reduced in chromosome A09. Chromosomes C01, C02, and C09, which are frequently affected by homeologous Ar > > Co exchanges in synthetic B. napus, show a clearly reduced diversity (Fig. 4) . Overall, the nucleotide diversity levels of the natural accessions are lower in the C-subgenome, whereas chromosomewise nucleotide diversity is particularly reduced on chromosomes A01, A02, A09, C05, C07 and C09 (Fig. 4) . This corresponds to the results from large-scale genetic diversity studies using genome-wide SNP markers (Qian et al., 2014; Schiessl et al., 2015) . However, reduced C-subgenome diversity in synthetic B. napus derived from highly diverse C-subgenome donors appears to contradict the hypothesis that A-subgenome diversity is primarily higher because of continued admixture with B. rapa subsequent to allopolyploidization (Qian et al., 2014) . Instead, imbalanced subgenomic diversity already appears to have arisen from strong selection acting on particular C-subgenome chromosomes in very early generations after de novo allopolyploidization.
Discussion
Analysis of resequencing data in a large panel of synthetic and natural B. napus provided unprecedented insights into the patterns and consequences of genome Table 2 . Brassica napus genes found in regions under selection that are involved in the DNA repair system. Genes were identified on the basis of their functional annotation with gene ontology terms using Blast2GO. restructuring as a consequence of polyploidization. We developed an analysis procedure based on short-read genomic resequencing datasets to detect structural genome variation in homeologous chromosome segments of allopolyploids compared with their diploid parental genomes. The pipeline delivers a robust strategy to detect structural genome variation in B. napus, in spite of the non-uniform chromosome coverage associated with short-read resequencing data. Nonuniform coverage, caused by, for example, differences between repeat-rich and repeat-poor regions, can bias segmentation processes when a highly sensitive segmentation algorithm is used. To overcome this potential problem we used circular binary segmentation algorithm that tests for change-points by using a maximal t-statistic with a permutation reference distribution. The result was a robust handling of the noisy data from short-read sequencing. By setting a conservative 10-kb threshold as the minimum length for calling rearrangements, we provided additional protection against calling false positive duplicated or deleted regions. Beside nonreciprocal homeologous translocations, reciprocal homeologous translocations might also be present. As homeologous translocations are balanced exchanges that do not go along with changes in read depth, they cannot be quantified via the established pipeline. For the detection of homeologous translocations, alternative methods are necessary, for example, long-read sequencing, optical mapping, or genetic mapping when blocks of markers with a known physical position map to the linkage groups of their respective homeolog (Stein et al., 2017) .
By applying this pipeline, we confirmed the widespread presence of HE events in the allopolyploid B. napus genome. The resolution provided by the nextgeneration DNA sequencing technology, in association with the genome assemblies of B. napus and their progenitor species, gave unprecedented insights into the extent, physical distribution, and genetic consequences of chromosome exchanges during allopolyploidization. The hypothesis that HE events cause intersubgenomic restructuring during de novo polyploidization was first construed from observations of lost and gained restriction fragments in newly resynthesized B. napus accessions (Sharpe et al., 1995; Song et al., 1995) , then later supported by molecular cytogenetic studies (Xiong et al., 2011) , which implied homeologous chromosome losses or gains and chromosome restructuring. Similar phenomena were also observed in a very recent polyploid Tragopodon species (Chester et al., 2012) , and have been associated with karyotypic and phenotypic plasticity in synthetic allohexaploids of A. thaliana (Matsushita et al., 2012) . In synthetic wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) allotetraploids, extensive chromosome restructuring was followed by immediate and persistent karyotype stabilization (Zhang et al., 2013) . Detailed knowledge of how such restructuring is driven and how it shapes selection in a new polyploid has nevertheless remained elusive.
We confirmed that vast changes in genome structure are common in synthetic B. napus accessions; frequently, entire chromosomes are affected. These massive rearrangements are likely to explain the severe disruption of fertility and performance commonly seen in synthetic B. napus, which can hinder trait introgression by breeders from the diploid progenitors. In contrast, we found that comparatively few structural variants were retained in natural, cultivated B. napus accessions but some of these were strikingly conserved. This implies that natural B. napus derived from strong early selection for traits influencing fitness and fertility, which are essential for the success of a new species.
In wheat, there is evidence that selection for successful allopolyploid combinations prefers specific subgenome donors that are less prone to aberrant homeologous recombination (Zhang et al., 2013) . A similar scenario may have restricted allopolyploid donors in Brassica, where vast diversity exists among the species representing the A and C subgenomes. An alternative hypothesis for the relatively low number of rearrangements retained by selection is that natural B. napus originates from specific allopolyploidization events carrying only a few advantageous rearrangements. The relatively small size of the conserved rearrangements, compared with the massive rearrangements in synthetic B. napus, implies rare double-recombinants with advantageous properties. Because the exact diploid progenitors of modern B. napus have not yet been discovered; however, testing of these hypotheses is difficult. Interestingly, segmental deletions of specific chromosome regions appear to be particularly highly conserved, suggesting early functional gene loss within homeologous loci for which duplications confer a selective disadvantage. The A-subgenome bias of these deleted regions is associated with strong selection against C-subgenome gene homeologs. The positions of these regions on chromosome arms with very high levels of HE in synthetic B. napus (Supplemental Fig. S2, Supplemental Fig. S3, Supplemental Table S4) suggest that these are hotspots for HE and that the deletions have already been strongly selected immediately after allopolyploidization. Postpolyploidization gene silencing mechanisms, such as epigenetic changes, might also play a similar role; however, the immediate and irreversible influence of gene loss induced by nonreciprocal HE appears to be a key feature that drove evolutionary selection in B. napus.
The observation of strong selection for deletions involving specific homeologous nucleotide binding site-leucine-rich repeat resistance gene loci concurs with studies demonstrating that drastic fitness costs can be associated with incompatible resistance allele combinations (Alcazar et al., 2014; Stirnweis et al., 2014) . Nevertheless, care must be taken when interpreting this observation, as nucleotide binding site-leucine-rich repeat gene clusters are often highly duplicated and can collapse into single loci in reference assemblies, complicating the interpretation of copy-number variation.
Polyploidization is often followed by a diploidization process resulting in single-copy genes by deletion of previously duplicated genes (Woodhouse et al., 2010) . Gene loss is generally non-random. Which genes are retained as single copies depends on their genomic position or the specific functional category (Albalat and Canestro, 2016) . We observed both a subgenome-bias for deletions, with a significantly higher number of deletions in the C subgenome, and also a bias toward distinct functional categories. Different studies found gene losses biased by gene function to remain preferentially single-copy genes that are over-represented in the functional categories DNA repair, recombination, enzyme activity, kinase activity, transport, tRNA ligation, defense, and categories associated with domestication processes (Duarte et al., 2010) .
In concordance with these observations, we also found deleted genes enriched for GO terms associated with transport and domestication processes (Supplemental Table S5 ).
Genes involved in the MMR system were found to be under selection in the natural accessions. The MMR system, which is extremely conserved across eukaryote kingdoms, is known to be involved in preventing homeologous recombination Rayssiguier et al., 1989) , as they can discriminate homology from homeology. In interspecific yeast hybrids between Saccharomyces cerevisiae and its close relative Saccharomyces paradoxus, inactivation of the DNA mismatch repair gene MSH2 [a homolog of the bacterial MutS gene, which controls the fidelity of genetic exchanges (Stambuk and Radman, 1998) ] induced tolerable levels of homeologous recombination between mismatched heteroduplexes without overly adverse effects on spore viability, aneuploidy, or fitness . A similar mechanism may be necessary to overcome the interspecific barrier between B. rapa and B. oleracea. In combination with MSH3, MSH6, or MSH7, MSH2 has variable binding specificity to different chromosome mismatches Hunter et al., 1996) . Correspondingly, A. thaliana germ-cell lineages showed a threefold increase in homeologous recombination after disruption of AtMSH2, underlining the role of this gene in preventing exchanges between diverged chromosomes (Lafleuriel et al., 2007) . In hexaploid wheat, the pairing control loci Ph1 and Ph2 suppress crossovers between homeologous chromosomes (Mello-Sampayo, 1971 ). The Ph2 locus contains a T. aestivum ortholog of MSH7, a homolog of the MSH2 interaction partner MSH6. Changes in the distribution of (GAA)n sequences have been associated with chromosomal rearrangements during the evolution of wild and domesticated allopolyploid wheat (Adonina et al., 2015) . This corresponds to our observed enrichment of poly-A or poly-T stretches and GAA-CTT motifs adjacent to the breakpoints of homeologous rearrangements. These are coincident with regions of low nucleosome density, which facilitate the access of recombination proteins (Pan et al., 2011) , but also with the presence of H2A.Z nucleosomes. The latter promote DNA doublestrand breaks during meiosis by forming overlapping chromosomal foci with the recombinases DMC1 and RAD51 (Choi et al., 2013) . Temporary inactivation of the MMR system in a de novo allopolyploid may encourage postpolyploidization HE, helping to overcome the interspecies reproductive barrier. Subsequent selection of exchanges that reinstate normal homologous pairing may be an essential requirement for establishing a stable, fertile allopolyploid. Although complex functional studies are necessary to confirm the individual roles of specific genes, the prevalence of MMR genes in areas under postpolyploidization selection suggest a key role in regulating survival of de novo allopolyploids.
Interestingly, we observed no clear patterns of selection acting on genes influenced by segmental homeologous duplications. This suggests that gene loss played a more important role than duplication or neofunctionalization in the success of allopolyploid B. napus.
Our data confirmed predictions based on genetic mapping studies that homeologous genome restructuring in B. napus increases with physical distance from the centromeres and the degree of collinearity between chromosomes (Nicolas et al., 2012) . In synthetic B. napus accessions, we observed the highest frequency of rearrangements on the homeologous chromosome pair A01-C01. These two long chromosomes display highly conserved synteny along their entire lengths. High rearrangement frequencies were also observed between other highly syntenic chromosome arms, particularly between chromosomes A02-C02, A03-C03, A09-C08, and A09-C09. Similar gene conversions and exchanges at the single nucleotide level as a consequence of allopolyploidization were described for B. napus (Chalhoub et al., 2014) , with the same directional bias observed in the present data. Comparisons of allopolyploid cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) with its progenitor species also revealed that homeologous gene conversion was biased in favor of one of the progenitor subgenomes (Paterson et al., 2012) , with the agronomically inferior D-subgenome demonstrating a greater tendency to overwrite genes from the A-subgenome.
The preference of HE events to replace large C-subgenome chromosome segments by their smaller homeologous A-subgenome regions is consistent with observations associating genome size reductions with ancient neopolyploidization events (Leitch and Bennett, 2004) . The corresponding patterns we found in natural and synthetic B. napus indicate that selection for genome size reduction has an immediate impact during de novo allopolyploidization. Nonequivalent subgenome evolution and biased genome fractionation are common observations in polyploids (Guo et al., 2014; Woodhouse et al., 2014) , and preferential reduction of the larger parental subgenome was also observed in Triticeae polyploids. Because directional bias for HE impacts the abundance, distribution, and frequency of subgenome-specific DNA repeats, it is tempting to associate genome size reduction with selection acting on DNA repeat sequences (Hu et al., 2011) . Differences in homeologous gene content between exchanged sequences promote immediate subgenome-specific gene loss, with significant functional implications. Copy number variations induced by HE, which can influence specific B. napus copies of FLOWERING LOCUS C, were implicated in subspeciation (Chalhoub et al., 2014) .
Documenting the short-and long-term consequences of genomic collision, by genome-scale comparisons between large, diverse panels of de novo (synthetic) and natural accessions of the model allopolyploid plant species B. napus gave unprecedented insights into the adaptive processes accompanying allopolyploidization. Substantial structural exchanges between homeologous subgenomes have been described before, but their high frequency and extent was previously unknown. Structural genome variants appear to be a major source of novel genetic diversity in de novo allopolyploids, presumably helping to overcome the strict genetic bottleneck imposed by allopolyploidization. This may explain the paradoxical evolutionary success of polyploid plants, which are ubiquitous despite the origin of many allopolyploid species from just a few rare founder events. Interestingly, subgenome bias appears to select for exchanges that replace larger segments by smaller homeologous segments, potentially driving genome size reduction immediately after de novo allopolyploidisation. Conserved motifs identified at homeologous breakpoints support previous hypotheses that normal meiotic exchanges between homeologous chromosomes are the key driver of postallopolyploidization chromosome restructuring. Although relaxation of strict homologous pairing control is essential to facilitate the creation of diversity via HE, a subsequent reinstatement of stable chromosome pairing is necessary to ensure fertility and species viability. Loss of homeologous duplicates of MMR system genes in early generations after allopolyploidization may provide a means to relax and reinstate homeologous recombination.
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